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ABSTRACT

Pumping of proposed inner-shell photo-ionized (ISPI) x-ray lasers places stringent requirements on the optical pump source.
We investigate these requirements for an example x-ray laser @L) in Carbon lasing on the 2pls transition at 45 A.
Competing with this lasing transition is the very f~ Auger decay rate out of the upper lasing state, such that the x-ray laser
would self-termhte on a femto-second time scale. XRL gain may be demonstrated if pump energy is delivered in a time
short when compared to the Auger rate. The fast self-termination also demands that we sequentially pump the length of the x-

ray laser at the group velocity of the x-ray laser. This is the classical traveling wave requirement. It imposes a condition on
the pumping source that the phase angle of the pump laser be precisely de-coupled from the puke fkont angle. At high light
intensities, this must be performed with a vacuum grating delay line.

We will also include a discussion of issues related to pump energy deliveiy, i.e. puke-tlont curvature, temporal blurring and
puke fidelity. An all-reflective optical system with low aberration is investigated to see if it Mills the requirements.
It is expected that these designs together with new high energy (>lJ) ultra-short puke (< 40 fs.) pump lasers now under
ecmstructiom may fulfill our pump energy cxmditions and produce a tabletop x-ray laser.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The use of traveling optical waves as a method of delivery of optical energy to various media is not new to laser science
(l-6). Bor extensively investigated and used this teehnique as a method of producing 1 pico-second optical pukes before
CPA came on the scene. Inde~ the field of collisional x-my lasers has seen the implementation of traveling wave pumping
(TWP)toenhance XRL performance (7,8). Moreno has noted that TWP may be beneficial whenever the pump time divided
by the target length is less than 33 pskm (8).

There is a class of x-ray lasers yet umwdized where traveling wave pumping is a strict requirement if gain is to be
demonstrated. F~ proposed by Duguay and Rentzepis (9) and fhrther developed by Kapteyn (10) and most nwmtly by
Moon (13), inner-shell photo-ionized x-ray lasers (ISPI) operating on K-a transitions of low Z elements seemed an attractive
way to efficiently pump an XRL in the sub 50 A regime. As first discussed these new schemes still needed sub 50 fs and
greater than 10 J in an optical puke to drive the transition. Prompted by recent advances (11) in powerful ultra-short puke
lasers (IJSP) a prekninary investigation into traveling wave optical systems is now warranted. We begii by examinin g the
physical dynamics of an example inner-shell photo-ionized x-ray laser at 45 A in Carbon to derive the traveling wave optical
system parameters.
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The OPD plot shows that while we have a 2-3pm OPD field curvature over the target length (-2-3 waves) the

_ P* diffeIwI@s ~ less ~ 1 Pm impl~g tit ow system ~ a *W of temporal broadening. The distortion
across the target is generally less than .004. Uniiortunately, we need distortions of less than .0025 to maintain gain over the
length of the x-ray laser. This distortion is not unexpected in a two mirror corrected system. Generally, the correction of
distortiorL field curvature, astigmatism and spherical aberration requires a minimum of three optical surfaces (18). So fw, we
have not addressed power in the x-z plane off the third mirror. This will be a highly aspherical off-axis low t7#optic to
produce the 10pm line focus and it is expected that it may participate in the reduction of the residwd system distortion as we
progress in our optical design.

SUMMARY
We have begun a preliminary investigation into the optical performance of an all-reflective travelii wave pumped

x-ray laser system. The traditional traveling wave puke tilt analysis was abandoned in favor of stigmatic imaging of the
temporal delay off a difllaction grating, We derived a measurable set of optical pa$ormance characteristics required to pump
an ISPI x-ray laser. We then modeled a 2-D variant of an inverted Schwarzschild microscope and imaged a grating delay line
onto an x-ray laser target surface. The modeled system demonstrated excellent temporal pulse fidelity. However, the current
model exhibited a small amount of field curvature that leads to some de-focus plus an amount of distortion that is 2 x greater
than required. Future work will include the minimkmtion of these residual aberrations and completion of final aspherical
optic geometry.

This work waspqlormed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Ener~ by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under
contract number W-7405-ENG-48
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